TIME

"Let things true be
preferred to things false,
things eternal to things
momentary, things
useful to things
agreeable."

An appointed, fixed, or
customary moment or
hour.

LIFE
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attention
fun
identity
substance
security
legacy
(attention)

The Time we spend in Life’s
Pursuits can all be resolved in
one - The pursuit of God.
Life’s pursuits are greedy;
consuming vast quantities of
time with token benefits.

∗
∗
∗
∗

God is God and we will be
held accountable.
Jesus is The Savior and we
must be redeemed.
God’s Word is Truth, and
must be obeyed.
The Holy Spirit is an absolute
necessity for Christian living.

These Truths must be taught to our
pupils.
We do not have time to waste on
frivolous classroom activity.
Death is the shadow at our heels as
we walk through time - don’t waste
the Light of life.
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